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The historical context is one of the more important earias in each region that has a
really great affect on the tourism. Because the most of tourism sights are directly
belonged to this remain cultural heritage. Historical context in each region contains
the old houses, thepublic bathes, the bridges, the mosques and the other religious
and educational places and in the other hand all kind of ancient places. Amlash with
its old civilization also has this kind of old places that most of them belonged to
Ghajarie and Pahlavi period and they registered in Cultural heritage organization.
Most of them are true and have inhabitants and also they are able to be attractive
public sights.And also to be well known in Iran and in the world.In this thesis,
“Amlash Tourism developing with emphasis on historical context” the writer try to
find the ways of Amlash tourism development to recognize the protection ways of
tourism and to solve It’s problems. The members in this thesis are citizens, tourists,
and the landlords and owners of these old houses. (Historical context) The
information obtained through a question paper and with SPSS and GIS system to
gathering the other necessary information. It also obtained the library, the Internet
sources and governmental organs. the obtain results we can find out the amount of
effect of historical context on Amlash tourism development. And also the effects of
government as a protection and private and pay attention to this kind of historical
houses and sometimes with changing of it’s uses. Hope that this little step can help
reaching to this goals.
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